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St. Jude Children's Research Hospital study highlights the power of comprehensive whole genome, whole exome and RNA sequencing to better understand and treat each patient's cancer.
Comprehensive clinical sequencing opens door to the promise of precision medicine
A protein involved in making cells move offers a clue to how certain types of cancer metastasize and develop into secondary tumours, according to new research from the University of Warwick.
Cell couriers deliver clue to cancer metastasis
Artificial intelligence tools and deep learning models are a powerful tool in cancer treatment. They can be used to analyze digital images of tumor biopsy samples, helping physicians quickly classify ...
AI models to analyze cancer images take shortcuts that introduce bias
Author of the paper, Prabodh Chander Sharma, scientist from DPSRU, New Delhi said that the naturally derived microbial toxins as a therapy against cancer cells are a promising new dimension. These ...
Microbial toxins related strategies to combat cancer: Outstanding publication by researchers from KUK and DPSRU
A protein involved in making cells move offers a clue to how certain types of cancer metastasize and develop into secondary tumors, according to new research from the University of Warwick.
Protein involved in cell migration offers clues to cancer metastases
Akoya Biosciences, Inc., (Nasdaq: AKYA) The Spatial Biology Company

, today announced that the Phenoptics

mIF solution was used in a multi-site study to demonstrate and validate an automated ...

Akoya Announces Publication of the MITRE Study, the First Multi-Institutional Analytical ...
Chemical approach overcomes many of the limitations of technical tools for measuring fatty acid uptake at the single-cell level.
Fatty Acid Uptake Profiling Advances Single-Cancer-Cell Understanding
Scientists at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital are studying liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), a biophysical process through which proteins and nucleic acids in ...
Research illuminates earliest part of phase separation
Understanding the biology of this identity switching is a top priority for lung cancer researchers at Memorial Sloan Kettering ... Back to top The study’s other authors are Hirokazu Taniguchi, ...
MSK Scientists Reveal Biology of Shape-Shifting Lung Cancer
Researchers at Weill Cornell Medicine and NewYork-Presbyterian in New York have discovered that injecting mice with pulmonary endothelial cells-the cells that line the walls of blood vessels in the ...
Injecting mice with pulmonary endothelial cells can reverse symptoms of emphysema
Cite this: Lung Cancer in Women: The Differences in Epidemiology, Biology and Treatment Outcomes - Medscape - Dec 01, 2009. Lung cancer kills more women each year that breast, uterine, and ovarian ...
Lung Cancer in Women: The Differences in Epidemiology, Biology and Treatment Outcomes
Antiandrogens have demonstrated a protective effect for COVOD-19 patients in observational and interventional studies. The goal of this study was to determine if proxalutamide, an androgen receptor ...
Proxalutamide Reduces the Rate of Hospitalization for COVID-19 Male Outpatients: A Randomized Double-Blinded Placebo-Controlled Trial
Corresponding author. E-mail: sbhatia{at ... 16), potentially allowing the incorporation of specialized genetic circuitry to fight cancer. Synthetic biology is an interdisciplinary engineering process ...
Programmable probiotics for detection of cancer in urine
A recently developed method provides new insights into cancer biology by allowing researchers to show how fatty acids are absorbed by single cells.
Single cancer cells have different appetites for fatty acids
In the original article, we neglected to include the funder **National Natural Science Foundation of China**, **81860034 ** to **Xiao-Zhong Wang**. The authors apologize for this error and state that ...
Corrigendum: Seven Glycolysis-Related Genes Predict the Prognosis of Patients With Pancreatic Cancer
comprised of prominent experts and thought leaders in immunology and cancer biology. The formation of the SAB reflects significant progress with Asylia’s clinical development strategy as the company ...
Asylia Announces Formation of Distinguished Scientific Advisory Board
Absci, which provides a platform for the discovery and development of protein therapies, raised $200 million by offering 12.5 million shares at $16, the midpoint of the $15 to $17 range. AbSci states ...
Protein power: Synthetic biology company Absci prices IPO at $16 midpoint
Applied Cells, a provider of cell preparation and isolation solutions for tumor and immune biology research, today announced the release of its MARS

MAG Line. Developed to support the expansion of ...

Applied Cells Inc. Introduces the Offering of MARS MAG Line Reagents for Complete Turnkey Solutions to Cell Isolation
“Targeting endothelial cell biology by administering healthy lung endothelial cells ... treatment of patients with advanced COPD or emphysema.” Racanelli is co-first author of the team’s published ...
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